Thank you for downloading this file and using this template to prepare your manuscript for submission to Acta Otorhinolaryngologica Italica. We are now requesting a greater degree of conformity due to the ever increasing number of papers being submitted to assist in the reviewing and publication process for the benefit of our readers.

**Using This Template (Article – general)**

The template consists of essential headings along with body text explaining what to include in each section. You can overwrite (or copy and paste (paste special – unformatted text) the body text with the corresponding text of section for your article. Obviously, add other headings as needed, and delete the examples and unnecessary text. Please adhere to the font size and type. Finally, please use British grammar and spelling, e.g.: tumour, colour, analyse. While accepted articles will be copy edited for consistency, authors should make every effort to submit a manuscript that is grammatically correct, which will also aid in the review process. Please pay attention to correct use of decimals (e.g. 1.37, and not 1,37). Articles not meeting general stylistic criteria upon submission may be returned to the authors for additional modification.

Be sure to display line numbers (1, 2, 3, and so forth) in the left margin of the manuscript as we have shown in this template. (Line numbering can be added from the Page Setup or Format menu of word processing programs.) The line numbering should be continuous throughout the entire manuscript, from the title page through final page (i.e., do not begin numbering from 1 again at the top of each page).

**TITLE PAGE**

**Title**

- **English Title** The title (font 14) should be specific to the study yet concise, and should allow easy electronic retrieval of the article. It should be comprehensible to readers outside your field. Avoid specialist abbreviations if possible.

- **Italian Title** Italian authors please provide an Italian translation of the title. For the foreign authors: the editorial office will translate the title on your behalf.

**Authors**

Please list all the authors provide the first names and surnames, and affiliations (use numbers in superscript when more departments have been involved). Do not add any degrees or titles (e.g. MD, PhD, Dr, Prof).

e.g: Eugenio De Corso¹, Maria Raffaella Marchese¹, Ottaviani Fabrizio², Gaetano Paludetti¹

**Affiliation**

Department, university or organization, city, state/province (if applicable), and country - for all authors.
Type of Article: Categorize your article in one of the following types: Review Article / Original Contribution / Case Report / Case Series / Letter to the Editor / Clinical Techniques and Technology

Please enter information for the Corresponding Author:
e.g: Eugenio De Corso, Catholic University School of Medicine and Surgery, Department Head and Neck surgery - Institute of Otorhinolaryngology, “A. Gemelli” Hospital, Largo A. Gemelli n.1, 00168, Rome, Italy. Telephone: +39 630154439; Fax: +39 63051194; e-mail address: eugenio.decorso@rm.unicatt.it

From here onwards, the paper should be written with line spacing of 1.5.

ABSTRACT

The abstract should not exceed 300 words, and should be unstructured (without headings). It should include an outline of the problem, method of study, results and significance of the research and conclusions.

Key words: Provide up to 5 key words using Mesh terms for indexing purposes

RIASSUNTO IN ITALIANO (for Italian authors only)

Il riassunto in italiano è destinato ai lettori italiani. Non deve essere necessariamente una tradizione fedele dell’abstract inglese. Non deve eccedere le 600 parole.

Parole Chiavi in italiano.
Tradurre le parole chiave in italiano

INTRODUCTION

The introduction should put the focus of the manuscript into a broader context, and keep in mind readers who are not experts in the field. The introduction should conclude with a brief statement of the overall aim of the study.

(1) Citations should be included in order of appearance with numbers between (parenthesis) and in superscript.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section should provide enough detail to allow full replication of the study by suitably skilled investigators. If applicable, information on ethical approval by either human or animal ethics committees should be stated.

If the authors prefer, they can subdivide this section in various headings that should be provided in italics: e.g. Patients, Surgery, ELISA, Statistical analysis

RESULTS

The results section should provide details of all of the data are required to support the conclusions of the paper. There should be a brief introduction of each section and end
with a summarizing sentence of the main findings without discussion. There is no specific word limit for this section. The section may be divided into subsections, each with a concise subheading (in italics).

We recommend that the results section be written in the past tense.

DISCUSSION

Include a review of the key literature. If there are relevant controversies or disagreements in the field, they should be mentioned so that a non-expert reader can delve into these issues further. The discussion should consider the major conclusions of the work along with some explanation and/or speculation on their significance. How do the conclusions affect the existing assumptions and models in the field? How can future research build on these observations? What are the key experiments that remain? The discussion should be concise with solid arguments.

CONCLUSION

Conclusions and hypotheses should be firmly established/supported by the data presented, and any speculations should be clearly identified as such. No new data should be presented in the discussion.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

People who contributed to the work but who do not fit criteria for authorship should be listed in the Acknowledgments, along with their contributions. Details of funding sources that have supported the work should be mentioned.

AUTHORSHIP RESPONSIBILITY - FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE- COPYRIGHT TRANSFER FORM: should be completed and signed by the Corresponding Author who accepts direct responsibility for the manuscript in agreement with all authors. It is not the role of editors to make authorship/contributorship decisions or to arbitrate conflicts related to authorship. The signed form can be electronically uploaded on the Editorial Manager. Accepted papers will not be sent for publication until this form has been completed and submitted. The journal holds literary rights to printed articles. The authors are solely responsible for the contents of the article and for the statements made in their paper, and must specify that consent has been obtained from patients taking part in the investigations — or, in the case of paediatric patients, the guardian/s — and for the reproduction of any photographs.

Written permission from the authors to reproduce any material with copyright elsewhere must be obtained prior to submission. The authors must state that the material submitted has not been previously published, and is not under consideration (in whole or in part) elsewhere and that it conforms with regulations currently in force regarding research ethics. For studies performed on laboratory animals, the authors must state that the relevant national laws or institutional guidelines have been adhered to. If an experiment on humans is described, a statement must be included that the work was performed in accordance with the principles of the 1983 Declaration of Helsinki. In this case, the research should have the approval of the relevant local ethics review body, and such approval must be explicitly mentioned in the manuscript. The authors must state any information that may be perceived as potential conflict of interest. They should declare whether they have obtained other forms of personal or institutional financing — or if they are under contract — from Companies manufacturing products mentioned in the article. This declaration will be treated by
the Editor as confidential while the paper is under review, and will not be made
known to Reviewers. Accepted articles must include a declaration stating the source
and nature of financing.

REFERENCES

Only published or accepted manuscripts should be included in the reference list.
Meeting abstracts, conference presentations or papers that have been submitted but
not yet accepted should not be cited. Limited citation of unpublished work should be
included in the body of the text only.

We use the numbered citation (citation-sequence) / Vancouver style method.
References are listed and numbered in the order that they appear in the text. In the
text, citations should be indicated by the reference number in brackets and placed in
superscript.

Multiple citations within a single set of brackets should be separated by commas.
Where there are more than three sequential citations, they should be given as a range.
Example: “... has been shown previously \((1,4,8,22)\).” Make sure the parts of the
manuscript are in the correct order before ordering the citations.

For publications with more than three authors only the first three authors must be
indicated, followed by et al.

Use the numbering function of your word processor and do not number by hand.

Please use the following style for the reference list, and pay attention to the use of
correct punctuation!:

Journal article: Chiesa A, Maroldi R, Perugini S et al. Il ruolo della tomografia
assiale computerizzata nella patologia rinosinusale. Acta Otorhinolaryngol Ital
1981;1:173-94;


Chapters from books or material from conference proceedings (Krpmotic-Nemanic J,
Kostovic I, Rudan P. Aging changes of the form and infrastructure of the external
nose and its importance in rhinoplasty. In: Conly J, Dickinson JT, editors. Plastic and
reconstructive surgery of the face and neck. New York, NY: Grune and Stratton;
1972. p. 84.)

TABLES

Tables should be limited in number to no more than 5. The same data should only be
presented once, either in the text or table(s). Tables should be presented one to a page,
and numbered consecutively with Roman numerals. Each table should have above a
brief title and be self-explanatory. Tables should be supplement the material in the
text rather than duplicate it. Insert any notes below the table, and explain all
abbreviations. All tables should be prepared as accurately as possible.

FIGURES

All figures must be mentioned in the text and numbered consecutively with Arabic
numerals. Upload figures in separate files from text and tables. Do not insert figures
in the main document. Remove any information that can identify a patient. Software and format: preferably send images in .tiff or .jpeg format, resolution at least 300 dpi (100 x 150 mm). Insert an extension that identifies the file format (example: .tiff, .jpeg). If possible avoid .ppt (PowerPoint™ files) and .doc (images included in .doc files). Please ensure that graph axes are accurately labeled, and that figures are of acceptable overall quality. Black and white illustrations will be published without charge. Authors will be charged for color illustrations in print. The Publisher will provide, upon request, an estimate of the cost of color artwork.